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We are proud to be the 1st, and are still the only Carbon Neutral cycle storage company!

Document Name_ Streetpod Benefits

Space‐saving, 700mm
width including bikes

Re‐enforced internal
plates to prevent wearing

Aesthetically appealing

Engraved simple user
guide and recycled logo

One lock secures whole bike as front
wheel is secured within slot area

The Streetpod is our latest revolutionary design!
This highly secure and stylish product offers maxi‐
mum bike protection for public location and open
spaces, where bike security is a concern. The
Streetpod has the ability to secure the bike frame
and both wheels with a single lock. This highly con‐
figurable design can also accommodate advertising
and sponsorship.
Two tier height (30 cm Dutch standard) saves space!
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Compact design

Re‐enforced steel plates

Security
Rear wheel and frame secured

One lock secures whole bike

Front wheels protected in innovative slot

The Streetpod secures
the whole bike with
just one lock! By lock‐
ing the bike frame and
rear wheel to the “loop
in loop” the bike can
not be manoeuvred
backwards. This means
the front wheel is pro‐
tected within the
Streetpod which pro‐
vides a tamperproof
area where the bikes
front wheel quick re‐
lease/nuts cannot be
accessed.
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Adpod ‐
Get Streetpods for Free*
or have them generating you revenue!
We are totally flexible!

“This is a fantastic product that
will be very beneficial to our
cyclists. Not only is it 100% green, which supports our objective to provide greener travel, but the sin‐
gle locking facility makes it even more secure, providing maximum bike protection for our cy‐
clists. East Midlands Trains has plans to introduce 200 of the new Streetpods at stations across its
network. East Midlands Trains’ Customer Service
Director, David Horne.
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Fan’s of the Streetpod
“Local police have advised me that they had been dealing with 6 bike thefts every month from Blackpool Sports
Centre, but since the Streetpods were installed there they haven’t had any bikes stolen.” Gavin Baxter, Programme
Manager Cycling Blackpool

They seem to have been a great success, and much better used than the standard Sheffield racks that they re‐
placed. D locks are being left on them, which is a good indicator that they are being used regularly by the same
people. Chris Elliott London Cycling Campaign .

“I have noticed the Streetpods are always full of bikes with no thefts reported since installation (last year), so
good news all around”. John Storms, CTC (Head Office).

“The Streetpods in Ilford London seem to have been a great success, and much better used than the standard
Sheffield racks that they replaced”. Chris Elliott, CTC Ilford London.

“The Streetpods are a perfect solution for residents to store their bikes and also provide an income stream which
can be ploughed back into the estate.” London & Quadrant Group – Housing Association.

“This is a fantastic product that will be very beneficially to our cyclists. Not only is it 100% green, which supports
our objective to provide greener travel, but the single locking facility makes it even more secure, providing maxi‐
mum bike protection for our cyclists.” East Midlands Trains.

“I am impressed with the design solutions Cyclepods have come up with and would recommend that anyone
thinking of cycle parking solutions should consider Cyclepods Ltd” Philip Loy, Cycling Consultant, Colin Buchanan

I thought they looked very effective, especially so as deterrent against theft, which as we know is a major deter‐
rent against cycling Gill James LCC Redbridge

“The Streetpods, with their innovative single locking feature and advertising panels seemed like the obvious
choice to remedy the issue of fly‐parking at the busy Peterborough Bus Station. As anticipated they were being
used within an hour of them being installed.” Peterborough Council.

“We have applied for planning permission for these Streetpods to be used for advertising and will hopefully gener‐
ate a revenue stream from them.” London Borough.

